Presentation Schedule for Demo Track

April 11 (Fri.)

1. LASER: A Living AnalyticS ExpeRimentation System for Large-scale Online Controlled Experiments
2. iFeel: A System that Compares and Combines Sentiment Analysis Methods
3. Infrastructure Support for Evaluation as a Service
4. Why Not, WINE?
5. CrowdFill: A System for Collecting Structured Data from the Crowd
6. Online Behavioral Genome Sequencing from Usage Logs: Decoding the Search Behaviors
7. Easy Access to the Freebase Dataset
8. Collaborative Adaptive Case Management with Linked Data
9. EVIN: Building a Knowledge Base of Event
10. Event Registry – learning about world events from news
11. Enhancing Media Enrichment by Semantic Extraction
12. Databugger: A Test-Driven Framework for Debugging the Web of Data
13. A Wiki/IDE for the Web of Data
14. SemFacet: Semantic Faceted Search over Yago